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A Very Short History

Saturn from Voyager 1

The Grandest Tour

Launched in 1977, the Voyager mission
featured six spectacular planetary flybys.
The Interstellar Mission began in 1990 and is
part of NASA’s Heliophysics System
Observatory. It has provided the only in situ
data from the outer Heliosphere
Both spacecraft are now in interstellar space
and still collecting surprising science data
This is probably our only opportunity for
many decades to sample the boundary of an
astrosphere!

Current Mission Status
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Current Voyager Spacecraft & Instrument Status
Characteristic

Voyager 1

Voyager 2

Distance From Earth
One Way Light Time
Round Trip Light Time
Heliocentric Speed

148 AU (5 Neptune Orbit Radii)
20.5 Hours
41 Hours
3.6 AU/Year (30 light min/year)

122 AU (4 Neptune Orbit Radii)
17 Hours
34 Hours
3.3 AU/Year (25 light min/year)

Instruments:
V1 & V2 Magnetometers
V1 & V2 Plasma Wave Spectrometers
V1 & V2 Cosmic Ray Detectors
V1 & V2 Low Energy Charged Particle Instruments
V2 Plasma Instrument

Major Features of the Heliosphere
The Heliosphere (or more generally, an
Astrosphere) is a region of space
dominated by solar (or stellar) particles
and fields.
The Termination Shock is the point
where the solar wind transitions to
sub-sonic flow.
The Heliosheath is a transitional region
between the Termination Shock and
the Heliopause.
The Heliopause is the boundary
between solar plasma and interstellar
plasma.
The Local Interstellar Medium (LISM) is
composed of non-solar plasma and
neutral atoms.
A Bow Shock may be produced by the
Heliosphere moving through the LISM.

30 Years of Voyager Science
Both spacecraft have
penetrated into interstellar
space.
Each ~35 degrees out of the
ecliptic
Each within ~ 25 degrees of the
interstellar wind vector
Each found very different
conditions in the Heliosphere
and at the Heliopause
The science team is still puzzled
by the magnetic field orientation
beyond the Heliopause.
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Is Interstellar Space Interesting? Yes!
There have been seven episodes of
directional changes in the GCR flux, possibly
corresponding to changes in magnetic field
lines passing over the Voyager 1 LECP.
Following these changes, PWS detects
periods of enhanced plasma and radio wave
activity.
Near the termination of these active
episodes, MAG detects enormous shock
waves moving through the immediate
spacecraft environment.
The current theory is that these gigantic
shocks are propagating outward from the
Heliosphere as Coronal Mass Ejections
encounter the Heliopause and transfer
energy across this boundary and into the
LISM.
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Basic Operational Challenges
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Voyager Operations Today
Decades ago, the Interstellar Mission development team created a cheap, simple operations plan
Both spacecraft send back real-time data constantly - collected only when tracked by the DSN
Magnetometer rolls should be performed quarterly to provide zero points for the magnetic field data,
which in turn provides context for the other instruments

Approximately 10 types of routine maintenance activities are performed multiple times a year
As the power margin drops, the team powers off subsystems one by one - both spacecraft could at
best remain operational until around 2030
In contrast to this simple operations scheme is the prominence of interconnected, potentially mission
ending risks the team must constantly manage

Uplink and Downlink Limitations
The Voyagers utilize 13 Watt transmitters for X-band downlink
To collect this faint signal, the Voyagers require Deep Space Network
34 M station arrays or 70 M station coverage
160 bps data rate - limited temporal telemetry resolution

13 Watt Light Bulb

For uplink, 70M S-band transmitters are required to command the Voyagers
Voyager 2 is only visible from the Canberra complex, so she must fly herself for months at a time
if the DSS-43 transmitter is down for maintenance
1.5 day round trip light time

Fault Protection and Single Point Failures
The Voyagers were among the first spacecraft to use reprogrammable fault protection (FP)
The Voyagers have no safe mode - once a symptom of an anomaly is detected, FP flight software tries to
fix it - if the problem persists, the FSW gets progressively more aggressive in approach
There are only four fault induced single point failures between the two spacecraft
On Voyager 1
X-Band transmitter
Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO)
Half of the Flight Data System (FDS)
On Voyager 2
S-Band Receiver has failed
The Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators on both spacecraft are halfway through a Pu 238 half life, so
power is now essentially a single string subsystem

Voyager 1 Function Block Diagram
Many degraded
components are prime at
this point; fortunately we
have had very few
outright failures

CST-1

CST-2

(Roll Axis)

(Roll Axis)

Block redundancy has
paid off handsomely for
both Voyager spacecraft
over the mission lifetime

Power and the Power Matrix Fault
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Declining Power Margins & Maneuvers
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTG) contain pellets of plutonium dioxide, primarily Pu-238, which has a half-life
of 88 years. The heat produced by natural nuclear decay has decreased significantly since 1977. As a result, the Voyagers are
losing power generation capability at a rate of 4 Watts/year.

Ideally, the team wants to maintain a 2 Watt margin. They have been powering down subsystems for many
years, but two years ago the real sacrifices began when there was insufficient power margin to run the gyros
and the remaining science instruments.

RTG Fuel Pellet

MAGROLs are critical to understanding the science data. To perform them
we must temporarily sacrifice celestial reference and use gyros for control
during the rolls. The gyros are also needed for some fault protection
responses.
Instead of losing the gyros, the team powered off a heater for the short
intervals when we need the gyros during maneuvers.

The Power Down Strategy
The plan is turn off the instruments as follows to maintain 2 Watts of power margin:
Voyager 1
Gyros
LECP Main Heater
LECP Supp Heater
CRS Heater
LECP
CRS
PWS WFR
PWS?
MAG/PWS Swap?
End Of Mission

2017
2021
2023
2023
2025
2026
2028
2029
2029
2030

Voyager 2
Gyros
CRS Heater
LECP Heaters
PLS Heater
CRS
LECP
PWS
PLS?
MAG/PWS Swap?
End of Mission

2016
2019
2021
2023
2024
2026
2027
2027
2029
2030

Voyager 2 Power Matrix Decoder
Voyager 2 has a long term issue with its power matrix decoder: when a power command is issued, it
may cause extraneous power commands to be generated at the same time
These commands do not show up in telemetry
The flight team must infer what happened, only through thermal and power changes
The actual command issued and probability of occurrence is indeterminate - our best guess of the
probability is around 3% per unused command use instance
This problem has been mitigated by minimizing the use of previously unused power commands
Each of the payload power down steps, and any other new power commanding, must be traded
against the risk posed by the power matrix anomaly – we have recently added this as a Voyager 1 risk
as well

Command & Control
Subsystem
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Voyager CCS Issues & Solutions
The Voyagers have recently developed a problem with the Command & Control Subsystem (CCS)
Both CCS processors on each spacecraft are used to control spacecraft commanding
A single CCS suffers a fault and stops issuing commands after apparent single event upsets
The other CCS does not experienced the fault
The suspected cause is that the higher levels of cosmic rays in interstellar space may be degrading
CCS components making them more susceptible to single event upsets

This problem has been mitigated by placing critical commanding only on the alternate CCS

Thrusters and Silicon
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Failing Thrusters
Both Voyagers were using back up attitude control thrusters for the last decade
In 2017, it became apparent that a Voyager 1 pitch thruster on the backup branch was also failing,
detectable as an increase in pulse counts
The failure mechanism was suspected to be
Silicon deposition in the thruster inlet
There is no corrective action for a thruster degrading
in this way

The only option was to utilize the Trajectory Correction
Maneuver (TCM) thrusters to control pitch and yaw
However, the TCM thrusters had not been used in 37 years!
Would the thrusters function? Would the untested control logic work? What if they failed open or closed?
How would uncertainties in the power requirements associated with the TCM catbed heaters impact the
mission timeline? There was little remaining corporate knowledge to help resolve these questions.

Failing Thrusters: Mitigation
Despite a clear and necessary mitigation, this was a complex trade because of the mitigation risks
Switching to the TCM thrusters could prematurely end the mission if they failed
If we stay with the failing thrusters, we could allow fault protection to perform the thruster swap
for us, but do we trust FP to swap given the current light times and age of the spacecraft?

Should the team use the 1.5 years of remaining life on the failing thruster branch now or save the
lifetime for the end of the mission by swapping immediately especially in light of the potential
power impacts?

Thruster Swap Risks
The first step was to determine and quantify the risks associated with the thruster swap and no
swap options. The team then worked down the risk ratings by developing mitigations and
considered contingencies.

Communicating Risk via Timelines
Next the timing of the risks had to be evaluated against mission duration and the power down schedule.

Thruster Solutions
The team decided to swap to the TCM thrusters after working the risks down to an acceptable level and
becoming confident that fault protection would function correctly
Managed short term risk in order to maximize mission life.

The team successfully switched Voyager 1 over to the TCM thrusters in 2017
Voyager 2 was also switched to TCM thrusters in 2019 after crossing the Heliopause

Celestial Reference
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Celestial Reference Problems
The Voyagers maintain celestial reference using a Sun Sensor (SS) for the pitch and yaw axes and a Canopus Star Tracker
(CST) for the roll axis
These components are serially linked to the HYBIC (Hybrid Buffer Interface Card) and eight other components; all must be
swapped as a set
Once locked on their reference targets, the SS and CST have margin to hold reference on both spacecraft for decades
Celestial reference reacquisition requires more signal strength than holding lock.

Voyager 1 Subsystem

Status in 2017

SS 1 (prime)

No reacquire after 2020, due to solar intensity decrease

CST 1 (prime)

At 4% of nominal SNR, no re-acquire at 3%

HYBIC 1 (prime)

A/D converters leaking due to radiation damage, but ok for now

SS 2

No reacquire after 2023, due to solar intensity decrease

CST 2

Half of FOV has failed, but good margin around 20% SNR

HYBIC 2

Leaking A/D converters incurred heavy radiation damage at Jupiter,
could lead to a short, may have annealed while off (we hope!)

Celestial Reference Mitigation Risks
In 2017, maneuvers and fault protection responses were documented as a risk due to minimal reacquisition
margin on both sensors
Magnetometer roll maneuvers are critical to science analysis
Should we give up maneuvers or should we swap components?
If we swap, should we let fault protection do the swap for us?
What if the estimated failure dates are incorrect?

The team had to work through another complex trade that argued guaranteed near term science against
longer term spacecraft survival

Comparing Aggregate Risk Paths within a Network
We aggregated
the risk by
analyzing a
commanded
swap path
versus an FP
swap path
through the
network.
We also
highlighted
where choices
can be made by
project
management
and science.

Celestial Reference Solutions
The team’s final decision was to stay with the current HYBICs on both spacecraft and continue to perform maneuvers
while monitoring the health of each component
In other words, the scientific value of magnetometer rolls was deemed worth the loss of a spacecraft given the rating
of that risk over the next few years
While investigating HYBIC switch safety the team discovered an additional solution and we got a little lucky
By swapping a pair of heaters near the SS, a safe temperature reduction was achieved which increased the SNR to
levels that provides adequate reacquisition margin (although we did trigger a power matrix fault)
The CST degradation rate has stabilized around 1% above the reacquisition level and continues to perform well
At this point we hope to avoid HYBIC swaps through end of mission.

Voyager 2
Propellant Line
Temperatures
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Thermal Problems Emerge
Power had been viewed as the limiting resource on the spacecraft for decades
In 2017 continued reduction of excess power being dissipated by the shunt regulator was cooling the
Voyager 2 spacecraft bus dangerously
As a result, the roll thruster hydrazine lines were getting close to freezing temperatures
Thermal margin had eclipsed power margin as our limiting resource on Voyager 2, leaving us:
Safe in our baseline cruise configuration – 2 degrees Celsius above freezing
Concerned when performing a magnetometer roll – 1 degree Celsius above freezing
Unsafe if we enter an FP response that uses the gyros – At freezing temperature
In two years the spacecraft would not be safe in any of these situations
Would turning off an instrument heater improve the thermal situation? It should, but…

Our desktop thermal model indicated that this change might not be sufficient and the spacecraft power
system was in an unexplored regime

Thermal Knowledge
All of the propellant line temperatures are derived values using Bay temperature averages and calculated offsets
from pre-launch data. They likely are conservative values but we lack any information on how the constants were
determined.
Hydrazine may freeze a half a degree warmer or colder than 1.8 C depending on contamination.
Temperature resolution in telemetry is limited to 0.7 C, so there is significant uncertainty in flight temperatures.
Additionally, our thermal model is not designed to deal with transient situations or fractional temperature
changes (plus or minus 5C uncertainty). Therefore, we have limited thermal visibility and uncertain predictive
capability.
Finally, it is unclear how freezing hydrazine would behave in our prop lines or how our thrusters catalyze ‘slushy’
hydrazine. We could suffer a small, transient thrust degradation or we could rupture a propellant line.
All of this taken together means the flight team harbors a wide range of opinions about the consequences and
likelihoods of risks associated with freezing a prop line.

Thermal Mitigation Risks and Solutions
After extensive effort, the team found several different power states that could distribute heat closer to the roll
hydrazine lines
The thermal model and a Voyager 1 flight test indicated these changes would completely solve our thermal issue
and place Voyager 2 back into a power limited scenario, but…
Remember the Power Matrix risk?
Commanding these loads could also turn off the receiver, which is a Voyager 2 single point failure
Ultimately, the team decided that we should risk the CRS instrument by turning off its heater

The result was a healthy rise in the bus temperatures and that the CRS continued to function even at -57 Celsius
Thermal considerations will drive the power down schedule for the next decade on Voyager 2

The Big Picture

The Solar System from Voyager 1

Voyager Risk Management Road Map: Risky Business
The full set of Voyager risks is challenging. The situation is made worse because the risks are often connected and
there are large performance uncertainties as we approach the design limits of almost all of our subsystems.
Managing this risk network across the coming decade is the primary flight activity on the Voyager Project.

HYBIC Degradation

V1: X-Band Hi Power Thermal Concern
V1: Single Point Failures - TWTA, USO, FDS

DSN Contention
Small Team

Power Matrix

Fault Protection Adaptation
V1: Hydrazine Exhaustion
V1: H-Point Termination

S-Band Uplink

Canopus Star Tracker Degradation
Aging RTGs

Aging GDS

V2: Other Degraded Subsystems

Low Data Rate

CCS Internal Error Faults

V2: DSS-43 Only Uplink
V2: H-Point Termination

No Testbed

Additional Mitigation Risks
One Way Light Time

V2: Cold Prop Lines
V2: Single Point Failures - Receiver

Thruster Degradation

V1: Other Degraded Subsystems

V2: Tracking Loop Capacitor

Knowledge Loss
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